
Avigdor Shteinas And His School Students 

These are school students, where my younger brother Avigdor Shteinas was studying. He is the
third to the left in top row. I do not know the rest. The picture was made in 1950s in Siauliai.

Life was hard on my parents after the war. Father worked very hard. In 1953 he was getting
weaker and weaker. Mother sewed a lot and got kopecks for that. Father's uncles- Kushiel and Pina
helped our family. At that time we had problems. The landlord wanted to exchange his apartment,
where I was living with my parents before army service, and evicted my parents. They had
nowhere to go. There were litigations, but still the court made the ruling to evict my parents.
Father wrote me a letter that they had no place to live Then I went to the commander of military
unit and asked for permission to write a letter to the minister of defense Bulganin. I wrote a letter.
Deputy political officer checked it and sent it in Moscow. In a week or two I came in the barrack
from the sentry and saw soldiers clustered by my bunk. There was a letter from the Ministry of
Defense lying on my pillow. The guys started crying out that I was to be demobilized. The letter
was not about demobilization. The letter was sent to me with the copies to the military unit
commander, chairman of Siauliai municipal authorities. The letter said that the secretary of
defense of Lithuanian republic was instructed to provide permanent lodging for the family of
military officer Boris Shteinas. Soon father said that the chairman of ispolkom came to them in
person and offered a small apartment. He said it was temporary lodging and promised to provide a
better apartment later. Parents were happy with that they got- a large room with the stove. It was
their own now.

In 1956 I was demobilized. I was offered to stay in the army, but I was looking forward to go home.
I had to help mother, whose life was difficult. When I came home in late fall, my brother Avigdor
wore slippers, as he did not have any other footwear. He worked at the tannery owned.

Avigdor married a Jewish lady Luba in 1962.He has two children: daughter Liya, 1963 and son Ilia,
1970. In late 1980s Liya and her husband left for the USA. The rest of the family- Ilia with his
family, Avigdor and Luba moved to Israel in 1990. I was seeing my brother in Moscow, I sobbed like
a little boy, thinking that I would never see him again. In 1991 I went to him for a visit. At first,
Avigdor was a worker at the plant, but Luba found a job in line with her profession, a nurse. Brother
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and his wife are now living in Petah Tiqwa. My wife and I go to Israel. Brother comes to Lithuania.
We write letters to each other and know what is going on in our lives.
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